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Chapter 1 : Some Basic Concepts of Atomic Structure & Periodicity Properties 1

It is necessary to understand atomic structure and periodic properties to know the concept of chemical bonding
fully.
Every atom has one nucleus inside it and orbits all around or we call them energy levels. These orbits further
have sub shell or sub energy levels and these sub energy levels contain orbitals . 1st, 2nd, 3rd …….shells are
called K, L, M …………etc. The sub shells are assigned with s, p, d, and f. If 'n' shows number of shell then it
must have 'n' sub shell and n2 orbitals. Since each orbital has maximum capacity of 2 electrons thus, a shell can
not hold more than 2n2 electrons.

s-sub shell  One orbital (2e–)

p-sub shell  Three orbitals (6e–)

d-sub shell   Five orbitals (10e–)

f-sub shell  Seven orbitals (14e–)
Finally we can say that in 1st energy level only one sub shell (s) is present, in 2nd shell two sub shells (s & p) are
present similarly in 3rd & 4th shell three (s, p & d) & four (s, p, d & f) sub shells are present.
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Ø1.1 Orbital and orbital wave function

"The region around the nucleus where probability of finding electron is maximum is called orbital and
the region where probability of finding electron is zero is called node"

In order to find out the probability of finding electron in a given space of volume within the nucleus, we
take help of wave function (y). Orbital wave function (y) can be written in the form of product of two
wave functions.

y     =            y (r) ×                y (q, f)

 (Radial function)         (Angular function)

The radial part of orbital wave function i.e y (r) gives the information about the size of orbital and
depends on quantum number 'n' & 'l'. On the other hand, the angular part of wave function gives the
information of shape of orbital and depends on quantum numbers 'l' & 'm'. The variation of the radial part
of the orbital wave function for 1s and 2s orbitals is given below

 

y(r) (1s)

+

+
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It is observed that the shape of 's' orbital does not depend on angular part of wave function but it only
depend upon radial part of wave function. Therefore, all's' orbitals are spherical because they have no
directional dependence.
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In this figure, +ve and –ve sign indicates that in particular region wave function is +ve and –ve. It has no
relation with +ve and –ve charge.

Probability density (y2): - Wave function ? only shows amplitude of electron wave whereas square of
wave function y2 shows the probability of finding electron in a definite region around the nucleus.

The graph between y2 and r (distance from nucleus) denotes probability density curve. Here probability
density curves for 1s & 2s orbitals are shown below
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The shapes of the orbitals can be represented quite accurately with the help of boundary surface
diagram. The boundary surface diagram for's' orbitals are spherical in shape. The size of's' orbital how-
ever increases with increase in number of shell. The boundary surface diagram of the three 2p orbitals is
not spherical. Each 'p' orbital consists of two lobes which are separated by a region of zero probability
(node).
In three 'p' orbitals  lobes lie on px, py & pz axis respectively
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Shapes of d orbitals (double dumbell):-
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Out of five'd' orbitals, only two'd' orbitals 2zd  & 2 2x y
d

-  have their lobes on the axis, rest all'd' orbitals

have their lobes in between the axis.
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Ø1.2 Aufbau principle and electronic configuration
The electrons are added progressively to the various orbitals in their order of increasing energies
starting with the orbital of lowest energy.

In order to remember the various orbitals in increasing order of energy, we take help of following diagram
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1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 4s, 3d, 4p, 5s, 4d, 5p, 6s, 4f, 5d, 6p, 7s ………………..

Electronic configurations of some elements are given below

H (1e–) 1s1

He (2e–) 1s2

Li (3e–) 1s2, 2s1

C (6e–) 1s2, 2s2, 2p2

V (23e–) 1s2, 2s2, 2p6, 3s2, 3p6, 4s2, 3d3

Ø1.3 Hund's rule of maximum multiplicity
Pairing of electron in degenerate orbitals (orbitals with same energy) belonging to same sub shell does
not occur till each orbital of that sub shell is singly occupied with parallel spin.

N (7e–)  
1s2         2s2 2p3 

F (9e–)  
1s2         2s2 2p5 
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Ø1.4 Nuclear charge (Z) and effective nuclear charge (Z*) & Screening effect

Nuclear charge (Z) is defined as the number of protons, present in the nucleus, for example the nucleus
of H has one electron therefore, its Z = 1 similarly Z = 3 for lithium as it possesses three protons in its
nucleus.
The electron in the outermost shell is attracted by the protons present with in the nucleus but it is also
repelled by the electrons present in the inner shell as well as from the electrons present in its own shell.
The combined effect of this attractive and repulsive force acting on valence electron is that the valence
electron experience less attraction from the nucleus. This is called Shielding or Screening effect.
Therefore, the net charge with which valence electron feels attraction is called effective nuclear charge
(Z*)

Z* =  z – s
Here      s    =    screening constant.
The electrons present in different sub shell possess different capacity to shield or screen the nucleus.
The electrons present in 's' orbital shield the nucleus maximum as they are closer to nucleus, whereas
electrons in 'd' and 'f ' sub shells have poor screening effect as they are away from the nucleus. The
sequence of shielding capacity by the electron in different sub shell is given as:-

 
+ s p d f

         s     >     p     >     d     >      f
(Good screening)                    (Poor screening)

Along with it, if all sub shells are completely filled with electrons, the order of screening will be:-
f      >     d     >     p     >      s

Effective nuclear charge increases while moving from left to right in a periodic table whereas it remains
constant on moving down in a group.

Ø1.5 Periodic properties and their variations

(a) Atomic radius: - It is the distance from the centre of the nucleus of the atom to the valence electron

 Atomic radius Decreases (along a period)

Increases (along a group)

(b) Ionic radius: - It is defined as the effective distance from the nucleus of the ion to the point up to
which it has an influence (or effect) in the ionic bond.

 Ionic radius
Decreases (along a period)

Increases (along a group)
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The radius of cation is smaller than its parent atom because when atom releases an electron to
form cation, its effective nuclear charge (Z* = p/e theoretically) increases and valence electron
feels more attraction from the nucleus, consequently radius decreases. On the other hand the
radius of anion is more than its parent atom because when an atom gains electron to form anion its
effective nuclear charge (Z* = p/e) decreases and valence electron feels less attraction from the
nucleus resulting in small ionic radius.

(c) Ionization energy (I.E) or Ionization potential (I.P): - It is the amount of energy required to remove
an electron from an isolated gaseous atom to produce cation

 
M(g) M (g) + e–(+)(I.E.)

In general I.E. decreases on moving down the group because on moving down the group atomic
size increases & valence electron feels less attraction from nucleus.
If an atom has exactly half filled or completely filled sub shells, then such an atom requires more
ionization energy than the atom with partially filled sub shell. For example first I.E. of nitrogen is
greater than oxygen.

 

 N 1s2  2s2  2p3       O        1s2  2s2  2p4

half filled Partially filled
'p' sub shell 'p' sub shell

(d) Electron gain enthalpy of electron affinity (E.A):- It is the energy released when an electron is
added to a neutral gaseous atom to convert it in to an anion

        
 
X(g) + e–  X (g) + E.A. 

(–)

E.A. µ 1 / atomic size
E.A µ 1 / screening effect

(e) Electronegativity (E.N)
Electronegativity is a measure of the tendency of an element to attract electrons towards it self in a
covalently bonded molecules

 EN
Increases (along a period)

Decreases (along a group)
There is no direct method to measure the value of electronegativity; however there are some scales
like Pauling scale, Mulliken scale & Allred - Rochow scale, to measure its value. In chemical
bonding, we often use Pauling scale Electronegativity of some elements on Pauling scale is given
below.

Li Be B C N O F
(1.0)        (1.5)       (2.0)         (2.5)        (3.0)         (3.5)       (4.0)
Na Cl

                           (0.9)               (3.0)
K Br

                           (0.8)                (2.8)
Rb   I

                           (0.8)                 (2.5)
Cs

                           (0.7)
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